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In this lesson, students reflect on the science practices in which they’ve engaged, revisit the Recognizing Prey mode of
the Vision and Light Simulation, and refer to Handbook of Animal Eyes to understand what they’ve observed. To begin,
students reflect on the book Crow Scientist and relate their own experiences of scientific investigation to those of the
scientists described in the book. Students’ ideas about how they are like scientists are recorded on the How We Are Like
Scientists chart. Next, students use the Vision and Light Simulation to investigate which of the predator’s structures
allow it to see an image. They are also introduced to a new key concept: Light receptors in the eye respond to light and
send information to the brain. The brain processes this information to form an image. Students discuss their
observations and then return to the Sim to investigate whether or not the predator recognizes what kind of prey it sees.
They are also introduced to the Investigation Question: How do animals know how to react when they get information
about their environment? and use Handbook of Animal Eyes to explore this question. The purpose of this lesson is for
students to reflect on their scientific investigations about animal vision and to consider the structures and cognitive
processes associated with both an animal’s vision and its ability to recognize what it is seeing.

Anchor Phenomenon:Anchor Phenomenon: The population of Tokay geckos in a rain forest in the Philippines has decreased since the
installation of new highway lights.
InInvveesstigtigativative Phenomenon:e Phenomenon: Predators can tell the difference between two types of prey.

StudentStudents les learn:arn:

Lesson Overview

• Light receptors in the eye respond to light and send information to the brain. The brain processes this
information to form an image.

• Animals use information from the environment and memories from the brain in order to determine what they are
looking at.

• After learning something new, scientists often have more questions and new ideas for what they want to
investigate.
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Students use the Sim to investigate how the predator can tell the difference
between two types of prey.

Instructional Guide
1. Intr1. Introducoduce the Simulation activite the Simulation activityy.. Refer to the Investigation Question on the board.

2. Intr2. Introducoduce note notebook pebook pagagee.. Have students turn to page 52, Seeing Different Prey in the Sim—Part 1, in the notebook.
Read aloud the directions and questions for Part 1. Explain that while students will work with a partner in the Sim,
students should complete their own notebook page.

33. P. Prroject theoject the VVision and Lightision and Light Simulation.Simulation. Go to the Student Apps Page and select the unit. Then, select the Simulation.
Show students the new feature in Recognizing Prey mode—changing the type of prey. Demonstrate how to change the
type of prey by pressing the button below Prey Type.

44. D. Deesignatsignate pe pairairs and diss and distributtribute dee devicviceess.. Distribute one digital device to each pair of students.

55. O. On-the-Fly An-the-Fly Asssseesssment: Studentsment: Students ws work in the Sim.ork in the Sim. Circulate and assist as needed, encouraging students to discuss
what they are observing with their partners. After a few minutes, provide the signal for students to switch Sim drivers.

66. Dis. Discuscuss ss studenttudents’ obs’ obsserervvationsations.. After students have recorded their responses to the questions in Part 1 of the
notebook page, gather their attention. Call on partners to share their responses. As students share, have them refer to
the projected Sim as they explain which structures help the predator see.

1

2
SIM

Return to the Simulation

3

Return to the Simulation
35
MIN

We are going to use the Recognizing Prey mode of the Vision and Light Simulation to further explore how an
animal’s structures allow it to see it’s prey. We will also think more about why this is important for the animal’s
survival.

We are going to use the Sim to investigate the question: How can the predator tell the difference between two
types of prey?

In this investigation, we will change the type of prey from safe to toxic to see if it makes a difference in what the
predator notices about the prey. We will keep everything else the same.
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77. Summariz. Summarize dise discuscussion and posion and posst kt keey cy conconceptept.. Summarize students’ observations of the predator’s structures that are
involved in vision. Then read the key concept out loud: Light receptors in the eye respond to light and send information
to the brain. The brain processes this information to form an image.

Post the key concept to the classroom wall.

88. Intr. Introducoduce and poe and posst thet the prprococeessss vvococabularabulary cy carard.d.

99. U. Usse a ce a connectonnect-the-dot-the-dots puzzle as an analogy fs puzzle as an analogy for hoor how infw information is prormation is prococeessssed.ed. Explain that you will show students an
example to help them understand the scientific meaning of the word process.

To process means to change information from one form to another.

• Project the connect-the-dots puzzle.

We can think of the information sent from the light receptors to the brain before the brain processes it like a new
connect-the-dots puzzle.

The information starts out as the locations of dots on the page.

Lesson 3.3
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1100. R. Return teturn to the diffo the differerencencees in prs in preeyy.. Remind students that the two types of prey look different. Have pairs discuss the
following question:

Then call on students to share their ideas. Accept all responses. [One is safe, but one is toxic. It could be dangerous if
the predator eats the toxic prey.]

11. S11. Set purpoet purposse fe for ror returning teturning to the Sim.o the Sim. Explain that students will return to the Sim to look for evidence that the
predator is able to tell the difference between safe and toxic prey.

12. Intr12. Introducoduce Pe Part 2 oart 2 of the notf the notebook pebook pagagee.. Have students turn to page 53, Seeing Different Prey in the Sim—Part 2, in
their notebooks and review the directions for Part 2.

1133. Student. Students rs return teturn to the Sim and co the Sim and completomplete the note the notebook pebook pagagee.. Circulate and offer support as necessary.

• Project the completed connect-the-dots puzzle.

When you process the information by connecting the dots with lines, the information has changed form—from
dots on a page to shapes. Now we can see an image.

Similarly, the brain does the job of connecting the dots, or processing the information from the light receptors, to
form an image that we can see.

Like us, the predator in the Sim saw an image— the prey—once the information from its light receptors was
processed by its brain.

Why would it be important for the predator to be able to tell the difference between the two types of prey?

Vision and Light
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1144. Dis. Discuscuss ss studenttudents’ obs’ obsserervvationsations.. After students have recorded their responses to the questions in the notebook,
gather their attention. Call on partners to share their responses. As students share, have them refer to the projected
Sim as they explain the predator’s responses to safe or toxic prey.

1515. Summariz. Summarize se studenttudents’ obs’ obsserervvations and intrations and introducoduce the nee the new inw invveesstigtigation.ation.

Call on several students to share their ideas. Explain that the class will be investigating this idea more in the next activity
and over the next couple of days.

Embedded Formative Assessment

You observed that the predator had different reactions to seeing the prey. When the predator saw the safe prey,
its mouth was open and its tongue was hanging out, as though it were ready to eat it. When the predator saw the
toxic prey, you observed that the predator did not look ready to eat anything—its mouth was closed.

How does the predator know which prey is safe to eat?

We’ve come up with a new question based on our observations: How do animals know how to react when they get
information about their environment? Let’s investigate that idea some more.

OOn-the-Fly An-the-Fly Asssseesssment 9: Identifsment 9: Identifying Intying Internal Structurernal Structurees Ins Invvolvolved in Ved in Visionision

LLook fook for:or: By this point in the unit, it is important that students can identify both the external structures (eyes) and the
internal structures (light receptors and brain) that allow an animal to see. As students engage in the first Sim activity,
look to see if they are paying attention to not only that the light is entering the eye, but also how the light hits the
receptors in the back of the eye and travels to the brain. Circulate as students write answers to the questions Which
body structures helped the predator tell the difference between the two types of prey? and Describe how these body
structures helped the predator see the prey. Check that students’ answers include the eye, the light receptors, the
brain, and the brain’s role of forming an image.

NoNow what?w what? To review the external and internal structures associated with animal vision, project the Sim and guide
students in tracing the path of light into the eye and into the internal structures. Pause the Sim to review the function of
each structure along the way. As light gets to the light receptors and the brain, use the animation of the information
being sent to the brain via the optic nerve and the thought bubble to highlight the function of the light receptors and
brain in animal vision. You may refer to or have students revisit the text and diagrams on pages 4–5 of Handbook of
Animal Eyes. To help students with focusing on describing the functions of these structures, you could also write on the
board a word bank of the structures.
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Teacher Support
Instructional Suggestion

PPrrooviding Morviding More Support: Ae Support: Additional Analogy Rdditional Analogy Relatelated ted to Info Information Pormation Prrococeesssingsing
In this lesson, you provide a connect-the-dots analogy for information processing. To help students better understand
what is meant by information processing, you may want to provide an additional analogy. Ask students if they have ever
seen someone using sign language. Explain that sign language interpreters are people who hear the words that
someone speaks and then translate them into hand movements, or signs, so that people who cannot hear can still
understand the words. Point out that this is another example of information processing—information is changed from
one form (spoken words) into another (hand signals).

Instructional Suggestion

PPrrooviding Morviding More Support: Ee Support: Extxtended Sim Eended Sim Experiencxperience te to Ro Reevieview Kw Keey Cy Conconcepteptss
If you feel your students might benefit from reviewing key concepts related to light as part of this Sim activity, you may
wish to have students investigate if changing the amount of light affects the predator’s ability to see and recognize it’s
prey. To do so, have students set up the light at such an angle that the path of light allows the predator to see its prey.
Have students test their placement of the lamp at the high amount of light setting to make sure the path of light does, in
fact, allow the predator to see. Project the Sim to review the key concepts Light needs to get to an object for an animal
to see the object. and Light needs to reflect off an object and get to the eye for an animal to see the object. Place the
light at such an angle that the predator can see. Once everyone has the light at the proper angle, let students know to
change the amount of light to see if it makes a difference. As students adjust the amount of light (none, low, medium,
high), have them record how the predator sees the prey as well as the predator's ability to recognize it as safe or toxic
by what appears in the thought bubble for each setting. Students should notice that this predator is able to see the prey
more clearly and recognize it as safe or toxic as the amount of light increases.

Background

SScienccience Note Note: Ve: Variation Among Oariation Among Orrgganismsanisms
In the wild, organisms would eat a varied diet with many different-looking organisms. In the Sim, only one food source of
the predator is represented, and the differences between the safe and toxic preys were intentionally made subtle so
that the predator could not easily distinguish them when the lighting conditions were not optimal. The two types of prey
could be understood to be toxic and non-toxic variants within the same species, or they could be organisms from
different species that resemble each other. In nature, there are many examples of mimicry—when one organism has
evolved to resemble another organism. Often, mimicry evolves under the selective pressure of protecting a species
from predators. The traits that evolve in mimicry can be for appearance, behavior, sound, or scent. Some examples of
evolutionary mimicry include the viceroy butterfly (a palatable species) and the monarch butterfly (a nonpalatable
species), as well as the king snake (a nonvenomous species) and the coral snake (a venomous species).

Vision and Light
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Possible Responses

VVision and Lightision and Light SimulationSimulation

What sWhat studenttudents should do and notics should do and notice:e:

In Part 1, students should use the Sim to observe which of the predator’s internal structures are involved in seeing prey.

Students should change the amount and angle of light so the predator can see the safe prey and observe that light
receptors respond to light and send information to the brain through the optic nerve. Once that information gets to the
brain, the brain forms an image of the prey.

Students should then switch to the toxic prey and observe that the same internal structures and process allow the
predator to see the prey. Students should observe that the toxic prey differs from the safe prey in its pattern of spots.

In Part 2, students should use the Sim to observe how the predator reacts to both safe and toxic prey.

Students should change the amount and angle of light so the predator can see the safe prey. They should observe that
the predator’s mouth opens, its tongue hangs out, and a message appears in the brain showing that the predator
recognizes the prey as safe to eat. Students should then switch to the toxic prey and observe that the predator’s mouth
closes and a message appears in the brain showing that the predator recognizes the prey as toxic.

Lesson 3.3
Activity 2
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InInvveesstigtigation Notation Notebookebook
SSeeing Diffeeing Differerent Pent Prreey in the Simy in the Sim (page 52)

PPart 1art 1
How are the two kinds of prey different?
They have different kinds of spots on them.

Which body structures helped the predator tell the difference between the two types of prey?
The predator’s eye, light receptors, optic nerve, and brain.

Vision and Light
Lesson Guides
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Describe how these body structures helped the predator see the prey.
When light gets to the light receptors in the eye, the light receptors respond and send information to the brain through
the optic nerve. The brain then forms an image of the prey.

PPart 2art 2
What did you observe about how the predator reacts to the safe prey?
The predator’s mouth is open and its tongue hangs out. The message in its thought bubble says “Safe to eat.” It knows
it can eat the safe prey.

What did you observe about how the the predator reacts to the toxic prey?
The predator closed its mouth. The message in its thought bubble says “Toxic. Don’t eat!” It knows the toxic prey is not
safe to eat.

Lesson 3.3
Activity 2
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52

Name: _______________________________________ Date: ________________

Vision and Light—Lesson 3.3

Seeing Different Prey in the Sim

1. Open the Sim and choose Recognizing Prey mode from the menu.
2. Follow the directions in each part to answer the questions. 

How does the predator in the Sim tell the difference between two types  
of prey?

Part 1
1. Press PLAY in the Sim. Change the amount and direction of light so that 

the predator is able to see the prey well.
2. Observe what the predator sees. Pay careful attention to which of the 

predator‘s body structures helped the predator see the prey.
3. Switch the type of prey from safe to toxic by pressing on the circle above 

the prey. Keeping the angle and amount of light the same, repeat Step 3.
4. Answer the questions below.

How are the two kinds of prey different?

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

Which of the predator‘s body structures helped the predator tell the 
difference between the two types of prey?

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

Describe how these body structures helped the predator see the prey.

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

© 2018 The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved. Permission granted to photocopy for classroom use.
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Name: _______________________________________ Date: ________________

Vision and Light—Lesson 3.3

Seeing Different Prey in the Sim (continued)

Part 2
1. Select the safe prey again and press PLAY.
2. Change the amount and direction of light so that the predator is able to 

see the prey well.
3. Write down your observations about how the predator reacts to the prey. 
4. Select the toxic prey and repeat Steps 2 and 3. Be sure to keep the angle 

and amount of light the same.

What did you observe about how the predator reacts to the safe prey? 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

What did you observe about how the the predator reacts to the toxic prey? 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

© 2018 The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved. Permission granted to photocopy for classroom use.
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Name: _______________________________________ Date: ________________

Vision and Light—Lesson 3.3

Asking Questions

What questions do you have about how animals know what they are  
looking at?

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

© 2018 The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved. Permission granted to photocopy for classroom use.



Students read about the function of various parts that allow animals to see and
to recognize what they are looking at.

Instructional Guide
1. S1. Set purpoet purposse fe for finding out moror finding out more infe information in the rormation in the reeffererencence book.e book.

2. P2. Pairairs rs reead.ad. Distribute one copy of the book to each pair. Have pairs read page 5 together.

33. P. Prroject poject pagage 5e 5.. Ask students to share their ideas about what they read.

1 2

3
READING

Reading: Handbook of
Animal Eyes

Reading: Handbook of Animal
Eyes

15
MIN

Let’s look in Handbook of Animal Eyes to see what we can find out about how animals know how to react when
they get information about their environment.

Vision and Light
Lesson Guides
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44. Dis. Discuscuss asking ques asking quesstions in stions in sciencciencee..

55. Intr. Introducoduce the note the notebook pebook pagagee.. Have students turn to page 54, Asking Questions, in the notebook. Explain that
students will now have the chance to ask their own questions, based on what they have learned today. Review the
directions.

66. Student. Students ws work in their notork in their notebookebookss..

77. C. Conclude the leonclude the lesssson.on. Let students know that in the next lesson, they will investigate more about how animals
recognize the things they are looking at in their environment.

Teacher Support
Instructional Suggestion

PPrrooviding Morviding More Ee Experiencxperience: Home Ine: Home Invveesstigtigationation
This optional activity invites students to extend their learning about the structure and function of the eye by writing
about the structure and function of other parts of the human body, such as how feet help us walk and how toes help us
keep balance. Home Investigations can encourage interaction and discussion between students and their families
around science concepts, which has been found to be beneficial for student learning. See Optional: Chapter 3 Home
Investigation: Body Structures and Their Functions copymaster (in Digital Resources). Make one copy for each student
and review the instructions with students.

Background

SScienccience Pe Prracticactice: The Kinds oe: The Kinds of Qf Queuesstions Ations Asksked bed by Sy Scientiscientisttss
As a community, scientists are seeking to understand the natural world around them as completely as possible. To that
end, they ask questions whose answers will further that understanding. They ask questions about what the world is like
that call for descriptions of observations and patterns, such as How are animal eyes similar and different from each
other? They ask questions about how the world works that call for mechanisms and processes, such as How do an
animal’s structures process information from light? They ask questions about why something happens that call for
explanations, such as Why are some animals able to see better than others at night? As scientists gather data and
develop new ideas in answer to these questions, they move scientific understanding forward.

Based on what you read, what ideas do you have about how the predator in the Sim knew which prey was safe to
eat and which prey was toxic?
[It had tried or seen both kinds of prey before and remembered which one was safe to eat and which one was
not.]

After learning something new, scientists often have more questions and new ideas for what they want to
investigate.

Lesson 3.3
Activity 3
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Instructional Suggestion

CrCroosssscutting Ccutting Conconceptepts: Making Cs: Making Connections Aonnections Acrcroosss Ss Scienccience Te Topicopicss
Students can use the focal crosscutting concept in the Vision and Light unit to make connections across science topics.
Ask students to think of another topic or content area (in this grade or in a previous grade) in which they used the
crosscutting concept of Structure and Function, such as the Environments and Survival unit. Pose questions to
students, such as the following:

Instructional Suggestion

Going FGoing Further: Rurther: Reessttoring Voring Vision with Rision with Retinal Implantetinal Implantss
The content of this lesson provides an excellent opportunity to expose students to cutting-edge scientific
advancements in new medical research in neuroscience. Explain to students that there is a new type of device, or
implant, that people who are blind can get implanted (put) into their eye that may help to restore their vision. Tell
students that the implant helps fix the part of the eye where the light receptors are located. This is very exciting
because it could help restore vision in people who have become blind due to diseases that damage their retinas. Invite
students to ask questions. Don’t worry if you don’t know the answers to all their questions. Be aware that some
students may find it uncomfortable or frightening to talk about this type of illness or medical intervention. For more
information about this promising new medical advancement, do an online search using the terms “new prosthetic
retina” and “Sheila Nirenberg.”

Possible Responses

• When we were studying how different traits can make it more likely or less likely for organisms to survive in an
environment, what kinds of structures were we looking at and what were their functions? How is that similar to
and different from how we are looking at Structure and Function in this unit?
[In the Environments and Survival unit, we looked at how variation in the structure of grove snails’ shells can
make it more likely for some snails to survive in an environment than other snails. In this unit, we are looking at
how different predators’ eye structures help them to see prey. In both cases, a difference in the animals’ body
structures and how they function affect their ability to survive.]

InInvveesstigtigation Notation Notebookebook
AAsking Qsking Queuesstionstions (page 54)

Answers will vary.
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In this lesson, students reflect on the science practices in which they’ve engaged, revisit the Recognizing Prey mode of
the Vision and Light Simulation, and refer to Handbook of Animal Eyes to understand what they’ve observed. To begin,
students reflect on the book Crow Scientist and relate their own experiences of scientific investigation to those of the
scientists described in the book. Students’ ideas about how they are like scientists are recorded on the How We Are Like
Scientists chart. Next, students use the Vision and Light Simulation to investigate which of the predator’s structures
allow it to see an image. They are also introduced to a new key concept: Light receptors in the eye respond to light and
send information to the brain. The brain processes this information to form an image. Students discuss their
observations and then return to the Sim to investigate whether or not the predator recognizes what kind of prey it sees.
They are also introduced to the Investigation Question: How do animals know how to react when they get information
about their environment? and use Handbook of Animal Eyes to explore this question. The purpose of this lesson is for
students to reflect on their scientific investigations about animal vision and to consider the structures and cognitive
processes associated with both an animal’s vision and its ability to recognize what it is seeing.

Anchor Phenomenon:Anchor Phenomenon: The population of Tokay geckos in a rain forest in the Philippines has decreased since the
installation of new highway lights.
InInvveesstigtigativative Phenomenon:e Phenomenon: Predators can tell the difference between two types of prey.

StudentStudents les learn:arn:

Lesson Overview

• Light receptors in the eye respond to light and send information to the brain. The brain processes this
information to form an image.

• Animals use information from the environment and memories from the brain in order to determine what they are
looking at.

• After learning something new, scientists often have more questions and new ideas for what they want to
investigate.

Lesson 3.3
Vision and Light
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Students use the Sim to investigate how the predator can tell the difference
between two types of prey.

Instructional Guide
1. Intr1. Introducoduce the Simulation activite the Simulation activityy.. Refer to the Investigation Question on the board.

2. Intr2. Introducoduce note notebook pebook pagagee.. Have students turn to page 52, Seeing Different Prey in the Sim—Part 1, in the notebook.
Read aloud the directions and questions for Part 1. Explain that while students will work with a partner in the Sim,
students should complete their own notebook page.

33. P. Prroject theoject the VVision and Lightision and Light Simulation.Simulation. Go to the Student Apps Page and select the unit. Then, select the Simulation.
Show students the new feature in Recognizing Prey mode—changing the type of prey. Demonstrate how to change the
type of prey by pressing the button below Prey Type.

44. D. Deesignatsignate pe pairairs and diss and distributtribute dee devicviceess.. Distribute one digital device to each pair of students.

55. O. On-the-Fly An-the-Fly Asssseesssment: Studentsment: Students ws work in the Sim.ork in the Sim. Circulate and assist as needed, encouraging students to discuss
what they are observing with their partners. After a few minutes, provide the signal for students to switch Sim drivers.

66. Dis. Discuscuss ss studenttudents’ obs’ obsserervvationsations.. After students have recorded their responses to the questions in Part 1 of the
notebook page, gather their attention. Call on partners to share their responses. As students share, have them refer to
the projected Sim as they explain which structures help the predator see.

1

2
SIM

Return to the Simulation

3

Return to the Simulation
35
MIN

Vamos a usar la modalidad “Recognizing Prey” (reconocer presas) de la Simulación Visión y luz para explorar en
más detalle cómo las estructuras de un animal le permiten ver su presa. También vamos a seguir pensando en
por qué es esto importante para la supervivencia de los animales.

Vamos a usar la Simulación para investigar la pregunta: ¿Cómo puede el depredador notar la diferencia entre dos
tipos de presas?

En esta investigación, vamos a cambiar el tipo de presa de segura a tóxica para ver si hace alguna diferencia en lo
que nota el depredador sobre la presa. Vamos a dejar todo lo demás igual.

Vision and Light
Lesson Guides
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77. Summariz. Summarize dise discuscussion and posion and posst kt keey cy conconceptept.. Summarize students’ observations of the predator’s structures that are
involved in vision. Then read the key concept out loud: Light receptors in the eye respond to light and send information
to the brain. The brain processes this information to form an image.

Post the key concept to the classroom wall.

88. Intr. Introducoduce and poe and posst thet the prprococeessss vvococabularabulary cy carard.d.

99. U. Usse a ce a connectonnect-the-dot-the-dots puzzle as an analogy fs puzzle as an analogy for hoor how infw information is prormation is prococeessssed.ed. Explain that you will show students an
example to help them understand the scientific meaning of the word process.

Procesar significa cambiar información de una forma a otra.

• Project the connect-the-dots puzzle.

Podemos pensar en la información enviada desde los receptores de luz al cerebro antes de que el cerebro la
procese como un nuevo rompecabezas conecta puntos.

La información empieza como la ubicación de los puntos en una página.

Lesson 3.3
Activity 2
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1100. R. Return teturn to the diffo the differerencencees in prs in preeyy.. Remind students that the two types of prey look different. Have pairs discuss the
following question:

Then call on students to share their ideas. Accept all responses. [One is safe, but one is toxic. It could be dangerous if
the predator eats the toxic prey.]

11. S11. Set purpoet purposse fe for ror returning teturning to the Sim.o the Sim. Explain that students will return to the Sim to look for evidence that the
predator is able to tell the difference between safe and toxic prey.

12. Intr12. Introducoduce Pe Part 2 oart 2 of the notf the notebook pebook pagagee.. Have students turn to page 53, Seeing Different Prey in the Sim—Part 2, in
their notebooks and review the directions for Part 2.

1133. Student. Students rs return teturn to the Sim and co the Sim and completomplete the note the notebook pebook pagagee.. Circulate and offer support as necessary.

• Project the completed connect-the-dots puzzle.

Cuando se procesa la información conectando los puntos con líneas, la información ha cambiado de forma, ha
pasado de puntos en una página a figuras. Ahora podemos ver una imagen.

De manera similar, el cerebro hace el trabajo de conectar los puntos, o de procesar la información de los
receptores de luz para formar una imagen que podemos ver.

Como nosotros, el depredador en la Simulación vio una imagen, la presa, una vez que la información de sus
receptores de luz fue procesada por su cerebro.

¿Por qué sería importante para el depredador poder notar la diferencia entre los dos tipos de presas?

Vision and Light
Lesson Guides

Lesson 3.3
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1144. Dis. Discuscuss ss studenttudents’ obs’ obsserervvationsations.. After students have recorded their responses to the questions in the notebook,
gather their attention. Call on partners to share their responses. As students share, have them refer to the projected
Sim as they explain the predator’s responses to safe or toxic prey.

1515. Summariz. Summarize se studenttudents’ obs’ obsserervvations and intrations and introducoduce the nee the new inw invveesstigtigation.ation.

Call on several students to share their ideas. Explain that the class will be investigating this idea more in the next activity
and over the next couple of days.

Embedded Formative Assessment

Observaron que el depredador tenía reacciones distintas al ver la presa. Cuando el depredador vio la presa
segura, tenía la boca abierta y la lengua colgando, como si estuviera listo para comérsela. Cuando el depredador
vio la presa tóxica, observaron que el depredador no parecía listo para comer nada. Tenía la boca cerrada.

¿Cómo sabe el depredador qué presa es segura para comer?

Hemos pensado en una pregunta nueva según nuestras observaciones: ¿Cómo saben los animales cómo
reaccionar cuando reciben información sobre su ambiente? Investiguemos esa idea un poco más.

OOn-the-Fly An-the-Fly Asssseesssment 9: Identifsment 9: Identifying Intying Internal Structurernal Structurees Ins Invvolvolved in Ved in Visionision

LLook fook for:or: By this point in the unit, it is important that students can identify both the external structures (eyes) and the
internal structures (light receptors and brain) that allow an animal to see. As students engage in the first Sim activity,
look to see if they are paying attention to not only that the light is entering the eye, but also how the light hits the
receptors in the back of the eye and travels to the brain. Circulate as students write answers to the questions Which
body structures helped the predator tell the difference between the two types of prey? and Describe how these body
structures helped the predator see the prey. Check that students’ answers include the eye, the light receptors, the
brain, and the brain’s role of forming an image.

NoNow what?w what? To review the external and internal structures associated with animal vision, project the Sim and guide
students in tracing the path of light into the eye and into the internal structures. Pause the Sim to review the function of
each structure along the way. As light gets to the light receptors and the brain, use the animation of the information
being sent to the brain via the optic nerve and the thought bubble to highlight the function of the light receptors and
brain in animal vision. You may refer to or have students revisit the text and diagrams on pages 4–5 of Handbook of
Animal Eyes. To help students with focusing on describing the functions of these structures, you could also write on the
board a word bank of the structures.

Lesson 3.3
Activity 2
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Teacher Support
Instructional Suggestion

PPrrooviding Morviding More Support: Ae Support: Additional Analogy Rdditional Analogy Relatelated ted to Info Information Pormation Prrococeesssingsing
In this lesson, you provide a connect-the-dots analogy for information processing. To help students better understand
what is meant by information processing, you may want to provide an additional analogy. Ask students if they have ever
seen someone using sign language. Explain that sign language interpreters are people who hear the words that
someone speaks and then translate them into hand movements, or signs, so that people who cannot hear can still
understand the words. Point out that this is another example of information processing—information is changed from
one form (spoken words) into another (hand signals).

Instructional Suggestion

PPrrooviding Morviding More Support: Ee Support: Extxtended Sim Eended Sim Experiencxperience te to Ro Reevieview Kw Keey Cy Conconcepteptss
If you feel your students might benefit from reviewing key concepts related to light as part of this Sim activity, you may
wish to have students investigate if changing the amount of light affects the predator’s ability to see and recognize it’s
prey. To do so, have students set up the light at such an angle that the path of light allows the predator to see its prey.
Have students test their placement of the lamp at the high amount of light setting to make sure the path of light does, in
fact, allow the predator to see. Project the Sim to review the key concepts Light needs to get to an object for an animal
to see the object. and Light needs to reflect off an object and get to the eye for an animal to see the object. Place the
light at such an angle that the predator can see. Once everyone has the light at the proper angle, let students know to
change the amount of light to see if it makes a difference. As students adjust the amount of light (none, low, medium,
high), have them record how the predator sees the prey as well as the predator's ability to recognize it as safe or toxic
by what appears in the thought bubble for each setting. Students should notice that this predator is able to see the prey
more clearly and recognize it as safe or toxic as the amount of light increases.

Background

SScienccience Note Note: Ve: Variation Among Oariation Among Orrgganismsanisms
In the wild, organisms would eat a varied diet with many different-looking organisms. In the Sim, only one food source of
the predator is represented, and the differences between the safe and toxic preys were intentionally made subtle so
that the predator could not easily distinguish them when the lighting conditions were not optimal. The two types of prey
could be understood to be toxic and non-toxic variants within the same species, or they could be organisms from
different species that resemble each other. In nature, there are many examples of mimicry—when one organism has
evolved to resemble another organism. Often, mimicry evolves under the selective pressure of protecting a species
from predators. The traits that evolve in mimicry can be for appearance, behavior, sound, or scent. Some examples of
evolutionary mimicry include the viceroy butterfly (a palatable species) and the monarch butterfly (a nonpalatable
species), as well as the king snake (a nonvenomous species) and the coral snake (a venomous species).

Vision and Light
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Possible Responses

VVision and Lightision and Light SimulationSimulation

What sWhat studenttudents should do and notics should do and notice:e:

In Part 1, students should use the Sim to observe which of the predator’s internal structures are involved in seeing prey.

Students should change the amount and angle of light so the predator can see the safe prey and observe that light
receptors respond to light and send information to the brain through the optic nerve. Once that information gets to the
brain, the brain forms an image of the prey.

Students should then switch to the toxic prey and observe that the same internal structures and process allow the
predator to see the prey. Students should observe that the toxic prey differs from the safe prey in its pattern of spots.

In Part 2, students should use the Sim to observe how the predator reacts to both safe and toxic prey.

Students should change the amount and angle of light so the predator can see the safe prey. They should observe that
the predator’s mouth opens, its tongue hangs out, and a message appears in the brain showing that the predator
recognizes the prey as safe to eat. Students should then switch to the toxic prey and observe that the predator’s mouth
closes and a message appears in the brain showing that the predator recognizes the prey as toxic.

Lesson 3.3
Activity 2
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InInvveesstigtigation Notation Notebookebook
SSeeing Diffeeing Differerent Pent Prreey in the Simy in the Sim (page 52)

PPart 1art 1
How are the two kinds of prey different?
They have different kinds of spots on them.

Which body structures helped the predator tell the difference between the two types of prey?
The predator’s eye, light receptors, optic nerve, and brain.

Vision and Light
Lesson Guides
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Describe how these body structures helped the predator see the prey.
When light gets to the light receptors in the eye, the light receptors respond and send information to the brain through
the optic nerve. The brain then forms an image of the prey.

PPart 2art 2
What did you observe about how the predator reacts to the safe prey?
The predator’s mouth is open and its tongue hangs out. The message in its thought bubble says “Safe to eat.” It knows
it can eat the safe prey.

What did you observe about how the the predator reacts to the toxic prey?
The predator closed its mouth. The message in its thought bubble says “Toxic. Don’t eat!” It knows the toxic prey is not
safe to eat.

Lesson 3.3
Activity 2
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52

Nombre: ____________________________________ Fecha: ________________

© 2018 The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved.

Visión y luz—Lección 3.3

Ver diferentes presas en la simulación

1. Abre la simulación y elige la modalidad “Recognizing Prey” (reconocer 
presas) del menú.

2. Sigue las instrucciones en cada parte para responder las preguntas.

¿Cómo es que el depredador de la simulación distingue entre los dos tipos 
de presas?

Parte 1
1. Oprime PLAY (reproducir) en la simulación. Cambia la cantidad y la 

dirección de la luz para que el depredador pueda ver bien a la presa.
2. Observa lo que ve el depredador. Pon mucha atención a cuáles 

estructuras del cuerpo del depredador lo ayudan a ver la presa.
3. Cambia el tipo de presa de segura a tóxica, oprimiendo el círculo arriba 

de la presa. Usando el mismo ángulo y la misma cantidad de luz, repite el 
paso 3.

4. Responde las preguntas siguientes.

¿De qué manera son diferentes los dos tipos de presas?

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

¿Cuáles estructuras del cuerpo del depredador lo ayudaron a distinguir 
entre los dos tipos de presas?

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

Describe cómo estas estructuras del cuerpo ayudaron al depredador a ver 
la presa.

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________
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Nombre: ____________________________________ Fecha: ________________

© 2018 The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved.

Visión y luz—Lección 3.3

Ver diferentes presas en la simulación (continuación)

Parte 2
1. Selecciona la presa segura de nuevo y oprime PLAY (reproducir).
2. Cambia la cantidad y la dirección de la luz para que el depredador 

pueda ver bien a la presa.
3. Escribe tus observaciones acerca de cómo el depredador reacciona ante 

la presa.
4. Selecciona la presa tóxica y repite los pasos 2 y 3. Asegúrate de 

mantener iguales el ángulo y la cantidad de luz.

¿Qué observaste sobre cómo reacciona el depredador ante la presa segura?

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

¿Qué observaste sobre cómo reacciona el depredador ante la presa tóxica? 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________
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Nombre: ____________________________________ Fecha: ________________

© 2018 The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved.

Visión y luz—Lección 3.3

Hacer preguntas

¿Qué preguntas tienes sobre cómo los animales saben lo que están 
mirando?

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________



Students read about the function of various parts that allow animals to see and
to recognize what they are looking at.

Instructional Guide
1. S1. Set purpoet purposse fe for finding out moror finding out more infe information in the rormation in the reeffererencence book.e book.

2. P2. Pairairs rs reead.ad. Distribute one copy of the book to each pair. Have pairs read page 5 together.

33. P. Prroject poject pagage 5e 5.. Ask students to share their ideas about what they read.

1 2

3
READING

Reading: Handbook of
Animal Eyes

Reading: Handbook of Animal
Eyes

15
MIN

Miremos en el Manual de ojos de animales para ver qué podemos averiguar sobre cómo saben los animales
cómo reaccionar cuando reciben información sobre su ambiente.

Vision and Light
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44. Dis. Discuscuss asking ques asking quesstions in stions in sciencciencee..

55. Intr. Introducoduce the note the notebook pebook pagagee.. Have students turn to page 54, Asking Questions, in the notebook. Explain that
students will now have the chance to ask their own questions, based on what they have learned today. Review the
directions.

66. Student. Students ws work in their notork in their notebookebookss..

77. C. Conclude the leonclude the lesssson.on. Let students know that in the next lesson, they will investigate more about how animals
recognize the things they are looking at in their environment.

Teacher Support
Instructional Suggestion

PPrrooviding Morviding More Ee Experiencxperience: Home Ine: Home Invveesstigtigationation
This optional activity invites students to extend their learning about the structure and function of the eye by writing
about the structure and function of other parts of the human body, such as how feet help us walk and how toes help us
keep balance. Home Investigations can encourage interaction and discussion between students and their families
around science concepts, which has been found to be beneficial for student learning. See Optional: Chapter 3 Home
Investigation: Body Structures and Their Functions copymaster (in Digital Resources). Make one copy for each student
and review the instructions with students.

Background

SScienccience Pe Prracticactice: The Kinds oe: The Kinds of Qf Queuesstions Ations Asksked bed by Sy Scientiscientisttss
As a community, scientists are seeking to understand the natural world around them as completely as possible. To that
end, they ask questions whose answers will further that understanding. They ask questions about what the world is like
that call for descriptions of observations and patterns, such as How are animal eyes similar and different from each
other? They ask questions about how the world works that call for mechanisms and processes, such as How do an
animal’s structures process information from light? They ask questions about why something happens that call for
explanations, such as Why are some animals able to see better than others at night? As scientists gather data and
develop new ideas in answer to these questions, they move scientific understanding forward.

Según lo que leyeron, ¿qué ideas tienen acerca de cómo sabía el depredador en la Simulación qué presa era
segura para comer y qué presa era tóxica?
[Había probado o visto los dos tipos de presa antes y se acordaba de cuál era segura para comer y cuál no].

Después que aprenden algo nuevo, los científicos tienen con frecuencia más preguntas e ideas nuevas para lo
que quieren investigar.

Lesson 3.3
Activity 3
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Instructional Suggestion

CrCroosssscutting Ccutting Conconceptepts: Making Cs: Making Connections Aonnections Acrcroosss Ss Scienccience Te Topicopicss
Students can use the focal crosscutting concept in the Vision and Light unit to make connections across science topics.
Ask students to think of another topic or content area (in this grade or in a previous grade) in which they used the
crosscutting concept of Structure and Function, such as the Environments and Survival unit. Pose questions to
students, such as the following:

Instructional Suggestion

Going FGoing Further: Rurther: Reessttoring Voring Vision with Rision with Retinal Implantetinal Implantss
The content of this lesson provides an excellent opportunity to expose students to cutting-edge scientific
advancements in new medical research in neuroscience. Explain to students that there is a new type of device, or
implant, that people who are blind can get implanted (put) into their eye that may help to restore their vision. Tell
students that the implant helps fix the part of the eye where the light receptors are located. This is very exciting
because it could help restore vision in people who have become blind due to diseases that damage their retinas. Invite
students to ask questions. Don’t worry if you don’t know the answers to all their questions. Be aware that some
students may find it uncomfortable or frightening to talk about this type of illness or medical intervention. For more
information about this promising new medical advancement, do an online search using the terms “new prosthetic
retina” and “Sheila Nirenberg.”

Possible Responses

• When we were studying how different traits can make it more likely or less likely for organisms to survive in an
environment, what kinds of structures were we looking at and what were their functions? How is that similar to
and different from how we are looking at Structure and Function in this unit?
[In the Environments and Survival unit, we looked at how variation in the structure of grove snails’ shells can
make it more likely for some snails to survive in an environment than other snails. In this unit, we are looking at
how different predators’ eye structures help them to see prey. In both cases, a difference in the animals’ body
structures and how they function affect their ability to survive.]

InInvveesstigtigation Notation Notebookebook
AAsking Qsking Queuesstionstions (page 54)

Answers will vary.
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